Wordscapes level 622 answers
Wordscapes level 622 in the Autumn Group and Vivid Pack contains 14 words
and the letters LORTU making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 25 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 6,811 words and 27,039 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
LOT, OUT, ROT, RUT, TOO, ROLL, ROOT, TOLL, TOOL, TOUR, LOOT, ROUT, TROLL, ROLLOUT.
The extra or bonus words are:
TOLU, LOUT, LOOR, TORO, OUTROLL, ORT, TROU, LOUR, LOO, OOR, OOT, OUTRO, LOTO,
LUR, ROTO, ROUL, TRULL, LOR, TOLUOL, LOU, OUR, ROTL, TOR, ROO, LOL.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 622
LOT - A large quantity or number; a great deal.
OUT - Away from home or one's usual place, or not indoors.
ROT - To suffer decomposition due to biological action, especially by fungi or bacter
ia.
RUT - Sexual desire or oestrus of cattle, and various other mammals.
TOO - Likewise.
ROLL - To cause to revolve by turning over and over; to move by turning on an axis; t
o impel forward by causing to turn over and over on a supporting surface.
ROOT - The part of a plant, generally underground, that absorbs water and nutrients.

TOLL - Loss or damage incurred through a disaster.
TOOL - A mechanical device intended to make a task easier.
TOUR - A journey through a particular building, estate, country, etc.
LOOT - Plunder, booty, especially from a ransacked city.
ROUT - To make a noise; roar; bellow; snort.
TROLL - A supernatural being, often represented as of diminutive size, but sometimes
as a giant, and fabled to inhabit caves, hills, and like places; a witch.
ROLLOUT - An act of rolling out; deployment.

